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      Fighting for tax justice


A fair, progressive, transparent and effective tax system is crucial for sound public finances, quality public services and redistribution of wealth and income. This is why EPSU has been campaigning hard to tackle tax evasion and avoidance by large companies and wealthy individuals and in support of measures to create fairer tax systems. This briefing for EPSU's last Congress sets out the work done over the previous Congress period and highlights current priorities. The impact of austerity on tax collection is the latest update on the state of tax administrations across Europe, underlining the need to invest in staff and resources to improve tax collection and fight tax fraud.
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            ETUC Executive Committee: Europe's workers need a pay rise

        

      
  

    
        
    

            
                                  
        
                            The main discussion centered around pay. Many workers, including public service workers have not seen decent pay increases over many years.
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            Whistleblowers - study International Day against corruption

        

      
  

    
        
    

            
                                  
        
                            New PSI-backed report makes the case for legal protection and strong trade union support for whistleblowers who are critical to fighting corruption: To mark today’s International Day against corruption, EPSU
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            EPSU Supports Fight for 15 Day of Action

        

      
  

    
        
    

            
                                  
        
                            EPSU strongly supports the Fight for 15 national day of action and disruption, which is taking place today throughout the United States.
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            EPSU Executive Committee addresses Tax Justice, Brexit, situation in Turkey, CETA, elects new leadership and much more

        

      
  

    
        
    

            
                                  
        
                            We have a new President in EPSU. Isolde Kunkel-Weber from the German union Ver.di was elected and will take over from Annelie Nordstrom. Mette Nord from the Norwegian union Fagforbundet was elected vice-President.
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            Update: French parliamentarians react to trade union revelations that show McDonald’s is still not paying its taxes 

        

      
  

    
        
    

            
                                  
        
                            The Unhappy Meal report, published a year and a half ago, exposed how McDonald’s dodged up to €1billion in tax and has since landed the group in a lot of hot water.
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            Trade Unions reveal McDonald's avoided over €1.5 BLN in EU taxes

        

      
  

    
        
    

            
                                  
        
                            Call on EU governments to follow Commission's lead and investigate McDonald's tax avoidance structures
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            EPSU supports the call for EU-wide whistleblowers  protection

        

      
  

    
        
    

            
                                  
        
                            Whistleblowers need to be legally protected against all form of retaliation in the workplace, both in the public and private sectors, as well as against criminal proceedings
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            Whistleblowers need EU protection – lives, environment and money at stake

        

      
  

    
        
    

            
                                  
        
                            https://whistleblowerprotection.eu/Whistleblowers need EU protection - On 17 October a platform calling for EU-wide whistleblower protection is launched by the first 44 signatories of a joint statement.
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            McDonalds fails to offer a Decent Work Day

        

      
  

    
        
    

            
                                  
        
                            (7 October 2016) With its golden arches and its happy-go-lucky image, McDonald’s one the world’s biggest restaurant chains has worked hard at projecting a family friendly image, but behind this jolly façade lies a very different story.
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            Tax avoidance is an issue for workers in ENGIE, McDonald’s and elsewhere, says EPSU

        

      
  

    
        
    

            
                                  
        
                            Following the recent announcement on Apple’s taxes and the launch of an investigation into McDonald’s, the European Commission has announced that it will begin a formal probe into French electricity, gas and energy services giant ENGIE’s tax affairs.
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            A new Europe for people, planet and prosperity for all

        

      
  

    
        
    

            
                                  
        
                            A large group of European organisations sent a message to Europe’s government leaders meeting in the European Council 16 September. We expect that they develop a vision for Europe that inspires.
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             Letter to the Financial Times: after  Apple, McDonald’s must pay what it owes in taxes

        

      
  

    
        
    

            
                                  
        
                            (1st September 2016) A letter from Jan Willem Goudriaan, General Secretary of the European Public Service Union, was published today in the British newspaper, the Financial Times.
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            Apple’s response to tax bill reeks of blackmail but all they’re asked is to pay their fair share

        

      
  

    
        
    

            
                                  
        
                            (30 August 2016) If you were only paying only 0.05% in taxes you might worry that you’d done the maths wrong. Not Apple, apparently.The European Commission has ruled that Apple
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            LuxLeaks: EPSU expresses dismay at decision to appeal whistleblower verdict

        

      
  

    
        
    

            
                                  
        
                            (11 August 2016) EPSU is dismayed to hear that the public prosecutor will appeal against Antoine Deltour, Raphaël Halet and Edouard Perrin, the two former employees of PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC) and
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            ETUC final statement on the next steps after the UK referendum

        

      
  

    
        
    

            
                                  
        
                            European trade unions fight for workers' rights in aftermath brexit.Leaders of European Trade unions in the ETUC met UK unionists to discuss the consequences of BREXIT. The extraordinary committee adopted
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